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*Optional wheel kit available.
Photography shown for model illustration only.

See specification for your country-specific plug configuration.

4500W
4000W

24L

9h30

L 681 × W 530 × H 571

79.5kg

97dB(A)

D-AVR

5500W
5000W

24L

8h06

L 681 × W 530 × H 571

82.5kg

97dB(A)

D-AVR

3600W
3200W

24L

12h

L 681 × W 530 × H 571

68kg

96dB(A)

D-AVR

Max output
Rated output 

Fuel tank capacity

Operating time at rated

Dimensions (mm)

Dry weight

Sound power level
(2000/14/EC, 2005/88/EC)

Power output

Powered by the latest generation of GX engine, and featuring  
a Digital Auto Voltage Regulator (D-AVR), our new EG range is 
designed for the professional user requiring toughness, reliability 
and performance for the most demanding commercial and  
rental applications. 

With the ability to detect and react instantaneously to fluctuations in 
output voltage, the D-AVR technology provides cleaner electricity. 
This gives extra torque and optimal performance in any electrical 
motor application, with a stable output to run power tools and 
incandescent lighting without causing flickering.

Housed in a durable tubular frame, the overhead valve (OHV) GX 
engine produces plentiful power and has excellent fuel efficiency,  
all whilst reducing emissions and noise without the use of a  
catalyst. A centralised layout of all controls ensures the EG range  
of generators are highly versatile but simple to use.

ENDURANCE HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
GENERATORS

ENDURANCE HIGH-PERFORMANCE GENERATORS 
POPULAR USES

Sensitive power tools

General construction equipment

Industrial applications

Emergency power applications

Industrial lighting

ENDURANCE HIGH-TECH  
GENERATORS

Our popular EM range of generators are the professionals’ choice for 
performance and longevity, but without compromising on toughness 
and reliability. With a clean electricity output, they are ideal for 
powering sensitive electric motors, or for lighting applications to 
minimise flicker. They offer ample capacity and precise control.

Our NEW Intelligent Auto Voltage Regulator (i-AVR) Technology on 
our EM 4500CXS and EM 5500CXS offer electric stability comparable 
to an Inverter Generator. This unique technology - with i-GX engine 
technology producing a very stable output and load matching  
performance - is ideal for applications with high start up loads and  
sensitive equipment.

These generators are suitable for a wide range of applications 
including construction, hospitality, emergency services, home 
back-up and sensitive equipment.
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Max output
Rated output 

Fuel tank capacity

Operating time at rated

Dimensions (mm)

Dry weight

Sound power level
(2000/14/EC, 2005/88/EC)

Power output

4500W
4000W

23.5L

9h36

L Handle down: 725 

Handle up: 1047.5 × W 706 × H 719

106.5kg

96dB(A)

i-AVR

5500W
5000W

23.5L

8h

L Handle down: 725 

Handle up: 1047.5 × W 706 × H 719

108.8kg

96dB(A)

i-AVR

ENDURANCE HIGH-TECH GENERATORS 
POPULAR USES

Home back-up

Hospitality units

Emergency services

Sensitive construction equipment

Sensitive lighting

Sensitive industrial equipment

** * **

EG 5500CL with optional wheel kit accessory
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